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New Research Scholar Program Announced
PhD and post-doctoral researchers worldwide invited to become PM World
Library Research Scholars
23 November 2018 – Dallas, London, Sydney – PM World has announced the launch of a
project management research scholar program through the PM World Library (PMWL). Free
access to the PMWL is offered to qualified scholars who are conducting research on P/PM
topics, especially research aimed at solving regional or global problems.
Candidates are expected to be PhD level graduate students,
those recently granted PhD or doctoral degrees and engaged in
post-graduate research, or professors of project management.
Participating scholars will be encouraged to post their research
results in the PMWJ or PMWL and to help expand and enhance
the resources in the library related to her or his research topic. This program is intended to
provide project management researchers with additional visibility, resources and support.
Each Research Scholar will have a scholar showcase webpage posted on the PMWL and
PMWJ websites where the scholar’s profile, research interests/activities, and access to
publications will be posted. Each scholar will also receive unlimited free access to everything
in the PM World Library; recognition with research results posted in the library; publishing
opportunities in the PM World Journal; ongoing visibility; a certificate; and other benefits. To
learn more and to see participating scholars, go to https://pmworldlibrary.net/researchscholars/
According to David Pells, PMWL Director, “We’ve had a successful research internship
program for graduate students running now for about two years. We thought it might be
useful to offer a similar program for PhD and post-doctoral researchers, to help stimulate
and support PM research at the highest levels.”
For more information, contact David at Director@pmworldlibrary.net
The PM World Library (PMWL) is a global resource for continuous learning in program and
project management (P/PM). The PMWL is produced and maintained by PM World, a small
private company based in the United States but owned and managed by stakeholders in
Australia, Europe and North America. PM World also publishes the monthly PM World
Journal (PMWJ), a web-based publication featuring dozens of articles, papers and news
stories about projects and project management around the world. Contents of the PMWJ
and PMWL are created by authors, experts, practitioners and scholars worldwide. To learn
more, visit www.pmworldlibrary.net and www.pmworldjournal.net.
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